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Tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance (TAMR) is the difference in resistance of a magnetic tunnel junction
due to a change in magnetization direction of one or both magnetic electrodes with respect to the flow of
current. We present the results of first-principles density functional calculations of the TAMR effect in magnetic
tunnel junctions with La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) electrodes and a SrTiO3 (STO) tunneling barrier. We find an
∼500% difference in resistance between magnetization in the plane and out of the plane. This large TAMR
effect originates from the half-metallic nature of LSMO: When magnetization is out of plane spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) contributions to the transmission come only from spin-flip scattering, which is intrinsically small due
to the half-metallicity. For in-plane magnetization, however, there is a large non-spin-flip SOC contribution to
the conductance. The large magnitude of the effect stems from the additional fact that there is an inherent polar
discontinuity between LSMO and STO which leads to quasilocalized states at the interface whose influence on
tunneling is strongly dependent on the magnetization orientation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.024419
I. INTRODUCTION
The coupling between magnetism and electronic transport
properties is one of the richest veins of research not only for the
depth of fundamental phenomena available [1], but also for the
potential and proven technological applications such research
has produced [2]. One of the most important device structures
is the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), consisting of two
magnetic metal electrodes separated by a thin insulating barrier
through which transport occurs via quantum-mechanical tun-
neling. The key functional feature of an MTJ is the difference
in resistance when the magnetizations of the two electrodes
are aligned parallel or antiparallel, the so-called tunneling
magnetoresistance (TMR) effect [3]. TMR can be used to
sense magnetic fields in, for example, magnetic data storage
[2]. One important parameter which controls the magnitude of
this resistance change is the spin polarization of the magnetic
electrodes, and, in principle, a magnetic metal which carries
current in only one spin channel (a so-called half-metal) would
exhibit idealized TMR: finite resistance for parallel alignment
and divergently large resistance for antiparallel alignment.
Several candidate half-metallic materials are known [4], one
of them being the mixed-valence manganite La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
(LSMO) [5]. Indeed, MTJs with LSMO electrodes and a
SrTiO3 (STO) barrier were found to exhibit a TMR up to
∼1800% at low temperatures [6].
In addition to TMR, another magnetoresistive effect is
exhibited by MTJs, namely, tunneling anisotropic magnetore-
sistance (TAMR). TAMR is the modern extension of one of
the oldest known effects that couple magnetism and electronic
transport—anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) [7]. AMR
is the phenomenon whereby the electrical resistance depends
on the relative direction of the magnetization with respect to
the current, which in bulk ferromagnetic 3d transition metals
amounts to changes in resistance on the order of a few percent
*jdburton1@gmail.com
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[8]. In tunnel junctions, TAMR manifests itself as a depen-
dence of the resistance on the direction of the magnetization
of one or both of the electrodes with respect to the plane of
the junction [9]. TAMR has been observed in several systems
including dilute magnetic semiconductor MTJs [10–12], MTJs
with Fe or CoFe electrodes [13–15], atomic scale magnetic
break junctions [16,17], single-molecule junctions [18,19],
and even in MTJs with an antiferromagnetic electrode [20].
In this paper, we explore the TAMR effect in an MTJ with
half-metallic electrodes, namely, LSMO/STO/LSMO. Given
that the TAMR effect originates from the relativistic spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) effect, i.e., the coupling of the motion of the
conducing electrons with their spin magnetic moments, the
question arises as to what effect this might have in a system
where only one spin channel is responsible for the conduction.
Using first-principles density functional calculations we find
that the TAMR effect in LSMO/STO/LSMO MTJs can be very
large compared to other systems and that the magnitude of this
effect originates from three important features: (i) the near-
perfect preservation of the electron spin during tunneling due to
the half-metallicity, (ii) the well-defined orbital character of the
electronic states which contribute most to tunneling, and (iii)
the presence of an interfacial electric field at the LSMO/STO
interface due to a discontinuity of the layer-by-layer ionic
structure of these two complex oxide materials.
II. STRUCTURE AND METHODS
The junction we consider consists of an STO tunneling
barrier with LSMO as both left and right electrodes. The
layers are stacked along the [001] direction of the conventional
pseudocubic perovskite cell, assuming the typical AO-BO2
stacking sequence [see Fig. 1(a)]. We treat the La-Sr substi-
tutional doping using the virtual crystal approximation where
the A site of the manganite is occupied by an atom with a
noninteger atomic number, reflecting the different valences of
La and Sr [21,22].
Calculations are performed using the plane-wave pseu-
dopotential code package QUANTUM-ESPRESSO [23]. The
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic side view of the atomic structure of the
LSMO/STO/LSMO tunnel junction. The arrows indicate the two
orientations of the magnetization considered in the calculations.
(b) Relaxed intraplane metal-oxygen (M-O) displacements across
the tunnel junction for M = Mn or Ti (filled symbols) and for
M = La0.7Sr0.3 or Sr (open symbols).
supercell consists of 9.5 unit cells of LSMO and 4.5 unit
cells of STO. The STO barrier layer is terminated by SrO
on both sides. The exchange-correlation functional is treated
in the generalized gradient approximation [24]. The in-plane
lattice constant of the supercell is constrained to the calculated
value for bulk cubic SrTiO3, a = 3.937 ˚A, to simulate epitaxial
growth on a SrTiO3 substrate. Self-consistent calculations
are performed using an energy cutoff of 500 eV for the
plane-wave expansion and an 8 × 8 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid
for k-point sampling. Atomic relaxations in the absence of
SOC were performed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces on
each atom became less than 20 meV/ ˚A. Further relaxations in
the presence of SOC are neglected.
Figure 1(b) shows the metal cation shift perpendicular to
the atomic planes with respect to their intraplanar O neighbors.
The polar displacements in the layers nearest to the interfaces
originate from the electrostatic mismatch between the LSMO,
which consists of formally charged (La0.7Sr0.3O)0.7+ and
(MnO2)0.7− layers, whereas the STO has uncharged (SrO)0 and
(TiO2)0 layers. Thus both interfaces are (MnO2)0.7−/(SrO)0
terminated, leading to a net electric field pointing into the
STO. The electric field is screened by: (i) the depletion of
electrons in the metallic LSMO and (ii) the development of
polar lattice displacements pointing into the interface as shown
in Fig. 1(b) [25]. This incompletely screened electric field
plays an important role in the TAMR effect in this system as
will be discussed below.
The conductance per unit cell area is given by the Landauer-
Bu¨ttiker formula,
Gσ = e
2
h
∑
k‖
Tσ (k‖), (1)
where Tσ (k‖) is the transmission probability of an electron
at the Fermi energy with spin σ and Bloch wave vector
k‖ = (kx,ky). The tunneling transmission is calculated using a
general scattering formalism [26] adapted to handle ultrasoft
pseudopotentials [27] and spin-orbit coupling [28] as imple-
mented in the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package [22]. The structure
depicted in Fig. 1(a) is considered as a central scattering region
attached on both sides to semi-infinite LSMO leads. Matching
the wave functions of the scattering region at the interfaces
to the propagating states in the LSMO yields transmission
coefficients. The two-dimensional Brillouin zone (2DBZ) is
sampled using a uniform 100 × 100 k‖ mesh.
III. RESULTS
The transmission distribution in the absence of SOC is
shown in Fig. 2(a). In this case, due to the half-metallic
nature of the electrodes, the minority-spin transmission is
zero throughout the entire 2DBZ, and therefore Fig. 2(a)
corresponds to only the majority spin. The blue areas with zero
transmission reflect the regions where there are no available
conducting states in the LSMO electrodes, consistent with the
projection of the Fermi surface along the transport direction.
As seen from Fig. 2(a), most of the total transmission is
localized inside a circular region surrounding k‖ = 0. When
SOC is included and magnetization is assumed parallel to the
transport direction (M ‖ z) as shown in Fig. 2(b), there are no
significant changes in the transmission profile as compared to
that in the absence of SOC. This is also reflected in the total
transmission which remains essentially unchanged.
When magnetization is perpendicular to the transport direc-
tion (M ‖ x) as shown in Fig. 2(c), most of the transmission
is again localized within the circular region surrounding
k‖ = 0. In this case, however, there is a distinct squarelike
feature with strongly enhanced transmission. As a result,
the total conductance (Gx) for M ‖ x is much larger than
the total conductance (Gz) for M ‖ z resulting in a sizable
TAMR = (Gx−Gz)/Gz = 531%.
To explore the origin of this region with enhanced trans-
mission, we plot in Fig. 3 the k‖-resolved LDOS at the Fermi
energy on the Mn sites. States at the Fermi level in LSMO
derive mainly from the Mn-d orbitals, specifically those with
eg character, i.e., dz2 and dx2−y2 . Comparing Figs. 3(b) and 3(e)
FIG. 2. The k‖-resolved transmission in the 2D Brillouin zone in
the (a) absence and (b) and (c) presence of spin-orbit coupling for
magnetization (b) perpendicular and (c) parallel to the plane of the
layers. The integrated total conductance G is given in the lower-left
corner of each plot (in units of e2/h per unit-cell area). Note that the
color scale for the transmission is logarithmic.
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FIG. 3. The k‖- and orbital-resolved Fermi-level local density of
states (LDOS) in the absence of spin-orbit coupling for majority-spin
Mn-d states (a)–(c) at the interface and (d)–(f) in the bulk: (a) and
(d) total, (b) and (e) dz2 , and (c) and (f) dx2−y2 orbital contributions.
Contributions from the Mn-d t2g orbitals are negligible due to the
crystal-field splitting. The minority-spin LDOS in the absence of
spin-orbit coupling is zero due to the half-metallicity of LSMO. Note
that the color scale for the LDOS is logarithmic.
with Fig. 2(a) we see that that the transmission derives mostly
from dz2 orbitals. This is due to dz2 orbitals having an out-of-
plane character and thus dispersiveσ -bond-like coupling along
the transport direction, in contrast to planar dx2−y2 orbitals with
small coupling along the transport direction. Importantly, we
see from Fig. 3(a) that, even in the absence of SOC, there
is a squarelike feature inside the circular region surrounding
k‖ = 0 on the interfacial Mn sites. This feature coincides
precisely with the region of enhanced transmission in Fig. 2(c).
Furthermore, this feature is not present in the bulk of the LSMO
as shown in Fig. 3(d).
IV. DISCUSSION AND MODEL
Let us explore why the transmission in the M ‖ x case is so
strongly affected by the SOC effect, whereas the M ‖ z case is
essentially unchanged with respect to the transmission in the
absence of SOC. Whereas SOC formally makes electron spin
no longer a good quantum number, the half-metallic character
of LSMO is, to a large extent, preserved, i.e., the density of
minority-spin states at the Fermi level is negligibly small.
Therefore we focus our attention on the effects of SOC which
preserve spin.
For M ‖ z, the effective spin-orbit Hamiltonian for Mn-d
states is
Hso = λL · S = λ
(
Lz Lx + iLy
Lx − iLy −Lz
)
, (2)
where λ is an effective SOC constant and Lx , Ly , and Lz are
the orbital angular momentum operators. As described above,
we expect the largest effects on the transmission from SOC
to come from spin-conserving matrix elements affecting the
majority-to-majority spin channel, i.e., the upper left element
in Eq. (2). Since the transmission is dominated by states with
Mn-dz2 character and since Lz|dz2〉 = 0, the SOC effect should
be small for M ‖ z. Comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), this is
clearly the case.
For M ‖ x, on the other hand, the effective spin-orbit
Hamiltonian reads
Hso = λL · S = λ
(
Lx iLy − Lz
−iLy − Lz −Lx
)
. (3)
In this case, since Lx |dz2〉 = 0, there are indeed expected to
be non-negligible effects on the transmission due to SOC.
In particular, Lx introduces spin-conserving matrix elements
between states with dz2 and dzy orbital characters.
Although these considerations account for the apparent
effect of SOC on the M ‖ x case and not for the M ‖ z case, it
does not address the question of why this effect produces such
a large TAMR effect. Why would coupling with the dzy states,
which belong to the t2g manifold of the octahedral crystal field
split Mn-d states and therefore lie a moderate distance below
the Fermi level, produce such a large effect on the transmission
of states at the Fermi level? To address this issue, we return
to the phenomenon of the electric field at the interface which
arises due to the polar mismatch between LSMO and STO.
The electrostatic potential shift near the interface as shown in
Fig. 4(a) pushes all states upward with respect to the states
deep inside the LSMO [compare to Fig. 4(c)]. In fact, the
shift in the potential is large enough to push some of the t2g
states at the interface above the main t2g bulk bands, leading to
a quasilocalization of these states at the interfacial layer. The
energetic proximity of these states to the dz2 states at the Fermi
level is now greatly increased, and therefore one expects the
SOC-induced interaction to be significant for the M ‖ x case.
To see how the presence of these quasilocalized states
can lead to a significant enhancement of the tunneling
FIG. 4. Layer-resolved LDOS in the absence of spin-orbit cou-
pling for MnO2 layers (a) at the interface, (b) layer adjacent to the
interface (IF-1), and (c) far away from the interface (IF-4). The
majority-spin states are in the upper panels, and minority-spin states
are in the lower panel. Black, red, and blue curves correspond to
MnO2 total, Mn-t2g , and Mn-eg states, respectively.
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FIG. 5. (a) Model band structure of the majority-spin dz2 and dzy
states. Transmission across the model tunnel barrier (b) without and
(c) with the local shift of the potential on the interfacial site is plotted
for M ‖ z (solid curve) and M ‖ x (dotted curve).
transmission, we construct a simple one-dimensional tight-
binding model. We consider two bands belonging to the
majority-spin channel: a wide band and a narrow band with on-
site energies and nearest-neighbor hopping parameters εz2 =
0.8, tz2 = 1.0, εzy = −1.2, and tzy = 0.25 eV, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 5(a). These parameters approximate the dz2 - and
dzy-like bands along the [001] direction of LSMO. Finally,
SOC is included by introducing a matrix element λ = 0.1 eV
between the dz2 and the dzy orbitals but only for the M ‖ x case.
A tunnel barrier is approximated by a break in the infinite
one-dimensional chain across which the two separate bands
are assumed to have (energy-independent) matrix elements
Vz2 = 10−4 and Vzy = 10−3 eV.
The transmission as a function of energy for this model can
be computed using tight-binding Green’s function techniques
[29]. We find that changing the magnetization orientation from
M ‖ z to M ‖ x leads to only a small increase in transmission
above the top of the dzy band, and the transmission near the
Fermi level is barely affected as shown in Fig. 5(b). This
result, however, neglects the electric field near the interface
predicted from our first-principles calculations. We model
this by shifting the on-site energies at the interface atom
by δV = 0.9 eV, similar to what is seen for the LDOS in
Fig. 4. With this shift, an interface-localized state is pushed
outside of the bulk dzy band. For M ‖ z, this state plays no
role in the transmission spectrum as it is uncoupled from any
bulklike states [solid curve in Fig. 5(c)]. For M ‖ x, on the
other hand, this state is now coupled to the dz2 bulk bands
and appears as a strong resonance in the transmission [dotted
curve in Fig. 5(c)]. For the parameters chosen the peak of this
resonance is wide enough to lead to a noticeable increase in
the transmission around the Fermi level compared to the M ‖ z
state, yielding a TAMR effect of 551%. It is clear, however, that
depending on the position of this state the TAMR effect can be
much larger. In the realistic three-dimensional tunnel junction
the in-plane dispersion of the interface quasilocalized states
leads to k‖-dependent enhanced transmission for the M ‖ x
case: For some k‖ the resonance will be closer to EF than
others, yielding a cumulative enhancement of transmission
and, therefore, a large net TAMR effect.
V. OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS
Previous experimental studies [30] of LSMO/STO superlat-
tices revealed AMR effects of only ∼4%, although these were
for in-plane magnetizations and thick STO layers (tens of unit
cells), well outside the tunneling regime we describe here.
For experimental demonstration of the TAMR effect predicted
here, it is critical that LSMO/STO/LSMO tunnel junctions are
fabricated with thin STO barriers (only a few unit cells) and
atomically sharp interfaces. This can be achieved using mod-
ern thin-film deposition techniques, such as molecular-beam
epitaxy or pulsed laser deposition. Recently developed experi-
mental techniques exist to probe buried LSMO/STO interfaces
for the presence of the interface-specific features predicted by
our calculations to originate from the polar mismatch [31,32].
Furthermore, the band alignment between LSMO and STO
can be continuously controlled by sub-unit-cell deposition of a
SrMnO3 layer [33], which in our case allows a shift in the Fermi
energy and thus control of the magnitude of the TAMR effect
(Fig. 5). Interface engineering can also be used to enhance
magnetic properties of the interface [34,35] and to control the
interface resonant states which are known to play an important
role in spin-dependent tunneling [36]. Furthermore, it is
important to note that using only one magnetic electrode will
generally suffice to observe TAMR. For LSMO specifically the
effect relies on the fact that the majority-spin dz2 orbital is the
dominant channel for tunneling. The lead counter to LSMO
as well as the barrier would need to be compatible with this.
We therefore hope that our theoretical predictions will create
interest among experimentalists to realize such a large TAMR.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that LSMO/
STO/LSMO tunnel junctions can exhibit a very large TAMR
effect. We predict an ∼500% change in tunneling resistance
between in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization states. The
origin of this effect stems from the half-metallic nature of
the LSMO electrodes and the presence of quasilocalized
interface states which are spin-orbit coupled, depending on
magnetization orientation, to the states at the Fermi level.
This large magnetoresistance effect may be interesting as an
alternative or complementary route to develop magnetic-field
sensors for magnetic data storage applications.
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